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Espresso Time

Grind settings are important for coffee making and very 
important for espresso making!

Espresso machines only produce great shots when the coffee 
grounds are the correct size and all the same size.



Fine grind vs. Coarse grind

Perfecting the correct grind will be an experiment!

The general rule is:

Ground too fine: espresso shot is very slow and the pressure is high  
Ground too coarse: espresso shot is too fast and the pressure is low

Fine Medium Coarse



What is fast and what is slow?

AnZa comes with a 18 gram basket in the portafilter.

With 18 grams of well-tamped coffee*, a 1.5 fluid ounce shot 
will take 25 to 30 seconds.

1.5 fluid ounces in less than 25 seconds = shot is too fast
1.5 fluid ounces in more than 30 seconds = shot is too slow

*For great guidance on tamping, check out "The AnZa guide to home coffee: Tamping"



Different grinder types

There are two main types of coffee grinders: burr and blade.

Espresso needs fine, consistent grounds and only burr grinders 
can deliver. Burr grinders can have conical or flat burrs and there 

are many great grinders to choose from!



Adjustments

Perfecting the grind settings comes with familiarity with your 
espresso machine and grinder. The settings for your grinder will 

vary depending on the grinder, the coffee bean and the espresso 
machine—so don’t be afraid to experiment! 



Other variables

The age of your beans, how they have been stored and humidity will 
require you to change your grinders settings. 

As previously mentioned in our coffee bean guide, the best 
espresso comes from freshly roasted beans!



Our current grind settings

These are the current settings on our Baratza Vario. Your 
exact settings will obviously vary.  

Don’t be discouraged: regular adjustments are just a part of 
the espresso making process! 

Grind time 8.5 
seconds

Micro adjuster: M

Macro adjuster: 2

18 grams of ground 
coffee


